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The evidence of need for the Us Girls programme was based on two key issues:

These two issues combine into a devastating impact on girl’s participation in deprived 
areas of Wales. Only 25% of disadvantaged women are ‘‘hooked on sport’’: there is 
double jeopardy.

At the start of the Us Girls journey, StreetGames participation was approximately 24% 
female and 76% male.

Following the last two years of driving the Us Girls programme in Wales, StreetGames 
participation now shows female engagement at 49% compared to 51% male 
engagement of the pan Wales profile.

The Boys’ and Girls’ Clubs of Wales is a leading example of the change in gender profile 
of participants, based on their engagement with the Us Girls programme. Moving from 
a traditionally male dominated demographic to now having a 2:1 ratio of female to 
male sports provision in North Wales.

Where did Us Girls start?
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Double Jeopardy for sport activity:  
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right time right price  right place
 right style right people

What did StreetGames aim to do?
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In summary to date, the Us Girls programme has achieved; 

5,623 new ‘hard-to-reach’ female participants 

Of which 4,110 are returning 3 x per quarter or more

3,132 Us Girls sessions delivered in the Community

130 new Us Girls Volunteers

50 new Coaches and Leaders supporting Us Girls sessions

StreetGames participant profile has moved from 24% female to 49% female

87% of the participant group have been from Communities First areas

Journey Progress to Date
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‘Little Lisa’ in 2017

‘Little Lisa’ 2015 ‘Little Lisa’ 2017
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Us Girls Network 2015

The Us Girls Network in 2017

Us Girls Network 2017

- Gemma, Session Leader, BGCW, Llandudno.

“
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StreetGames’ role in the Us Girls journey

The Network 
StreetGames has been a change agent for girls 
living in poverty and their sport and physical 
activity opportunity. 

StreetGames has moved the mindset of a 
number of organisations, practitioners, volunteers 
and community groups

mobilised and supported

We have provided projects with 
1-1 support 

Our support 
has been a regular, consistent support model 
over the last 2 years, 

we have been a 
listening organisation

StreetGames drove 
and facilitated these partnership discussions 

- Jenna, Us Girls Swansea.

“

StreetGames ensured that the 
programme had opportunity to grow beyond 
the boundaries of the lead partners

StreetGames is proud that it recruited a workforce 
made up of practitioners who have ‘front-line’ 
experience

worked hard 
to understand the network of partners and guided 
them through the complexities, challenges and 
opportunities involved in supporting the target 
group. we are proud that we 
developed a network of organisations who engaged 
and connected beyond the control of StreetGames 

This was one example of many, of the 
programme’s ‘snowball effect’. 

StreetGames managed all communication 
through the network of partners.

We ensured that Us 
Girls projects were publically celebrated

StreetGames ran a number of 
events such as ‘Us Girls Rocks’ in Cardiff and ‘Us 
Girls Zones’ at the 2016 Multisport event
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- Grant Poiner, Boys and Girls Clubs of Wales.

“

Getting the Offer  
Right for Little Lisa

we ensured that we provided a platform for the 
network of partners to learn, understand and share 

StreetGames ensured that there was a culture 
of ‘Learn, Understand and Share’ amongst the 
network of partners. 

we made sure that ALL organisations had access 
to this learning

“Using the Us Girls methodology and learning from 
StreetGames has been so important for our on-
going club development and female retention.” 

- Melissa Anderson, Valleys Gymnastics

Project Management

We gathered and developed a large 
depth and breadth of case studies and snapshot 
stories to share the learning of the programme 
on a national scale. We reported in an open and 
honest manner,
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Engaging ‘Little Lisa’ (target audience of 
inactive and semi-active young females).

Using Consultation to inform approach

The approach to Activities and Sessions

Engaging the Network

Volunteering and Coach Development

Events and Festivals

Building the Brand and Social Media

Engaging ‘Little Lisa’ 

pre-pre engagement

What have we learnt on the  
Us Girls Journey in Wales so far?

CHALLENGES: 

- Us Girls Participant, South Wales.

“
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they did not want to take part with younger girls. 

Incentives 

SPOTLIGHT: 

- Us Girls Participant, aged 16

“

“Being part of Us Girls has changed my life”.  
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- Andrew Diggle, Us Girls Project Lead 

“

if friends stop taking part in physical 
activity, this has a significant negative impact 
on an individual female continuing.

Young women 
want to exercise with their friends, and this 
was found to be an important engagement and 
retention tool.

CHALLENGES: 

time 
poor 

 sporadic 
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 that they become more 
active during their engagement in their project. 

CHALLENGES: 

- Jessie’s Mum, Conwy

“

- Project Lead, Denbighshire.

“
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Using Consultation  

chats pamper sessions
iPad surveys Facebook

Twitter diary 
Mood Walls

reassurance support 

hand-holding’.

Referral 
Forms

- Victoria Price, Project Lead 

“
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SPOTLIGHT: 

a further 
£8,000 investment

buy in’ right from the start 

over 20 previously completely inactive females

 

informed and fresh

‘Walk to Run’ ‘Colour Runs’

SPOTLIGHT: 

talking listening

300 girls

- Sport Cardiff 

“
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 takes time

The Approach to  
Activities and Sessions   

SPOTLIGHT:  

taster 
sessions fun fit, 
girls only multisport and beginners running groups.

concerns anxieties 

Cross Fit 

ownership 

- Lauren Thomas, Us Girls Project Co-ordinator

- Participant, Merthyr Us Girls.

“

“
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- Sarah Roberts, Us Girls Conwy Project Lead

“

pace 
needs to be dictated by the girls.

chat breaks text breaks

mutually agreed ground rules

being 
sweaty looking stupid

Multi-sport 

GlowSports:

it’s in the dark so no can 
see me!”

Fitness Classes
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Dodgeball: 

Running: 

https://t.co/ClO2snH8mP

https://t.co/yFq5Rm0c9z

SPOTLIGHT:  

childcare, 
financial reasons, religious boundaries and kit.

participant led 

https://t.co/ClO2snH8mP
https://t.co/yFq5Rm0c9z
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Engaging The Network  

 ‘network’ 
approach

SPOTLIGHT:  

- Us Girls Project Lead, Neath Port Talbot

“
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role models

“Instagram is huge for our young people”,

incentives merchandise 
rewarding the young volunteers is always important

Investing in staff pays 
dividends
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CHALLENGES:  

informal space
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- Project Lead, Rhondda Cynon Taff 

“
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Volunteering and  
Coach Development 

‘Big Sister’  ‘Gossip Girls’ 

 
SPOTLIGHT:  

- Sam Gator, 2,000th Us Girl

“

 
CHALLENGES:  
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“There is a lot to be said for the volunteers 
making their own choices about what they want 
to do and their particular destination of choice, 
shaping their own, informed learning experience.”  

 
SPOTLIGHT:  

 
 
 
SPOTLIGHT:  

mobilising local 
champions

24 new 
volunteers 

- Big Sister, Caerphilly     

See video here:  youtube.com/watch?v=E0sr5pDpz-I

“

- Catherine, Project Leader, RCT.    

“

youtube.com/watch
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- Jody, Project Lead, Rhyl. 

“

Us Girls Events

exit route

 

SPOTLIGHT:  

central location, peer promotion and 
incentives, 

judged by others.

bite-size 
opportunities
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CHALLENGE:  
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Building the Brand

Merchandise
branded

Facebook, Twitter  Instagram

influencers
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young volunteers

UsGirlsBesties

CHALLENGES:  



Headline Measure: Number of Participants the project will impact upon

Headline Measure: Number of regular (1 or 2 times a week) 
participants that the project will attract

The number of new participants that engaged with the Us Girls programme over the 
course of two years was 5,623. Insight tells us that these girls were inactive and semi-
active at the starting point of their engagement with the project. However, the initial 
target age range for the programme was 13-19 years. The data shows that a significant 
proportion of the females engaged were on the lower end of the age range and/or 
below with a core group aged 11-12 years. Projects have informed us consistently 
over the last two years that these are the females that have been more readily 
motivated to engage with the Us Girls offer, with the older age group proving much 
more challenging. However, during the latter stages of the programme, the approach 
used by the FE Colleges has started to support the growth of engagement of girls 
aged 16-19 years and StreetGames is committed to learning from and supporting 
these projects in the next 12 months.

The main challenge with this headline measure has been the ability of the 
StreetGames data capture system (Views) to monitor Sport Wales’ definition 
of regular participation (1 or 2 times per week). By the nature of StreetGames 
participants, the national system has been set-up to record attendance per quarter 
(across 12 weeks) as not all projects offer sessions on a weekly or bi-weekly basis. 
However, in consulting and gaining feedback from the frontline projects across the 
two year programme, it is evident that regular weekly participation for this target 
audience (especially the older gage group) can be challenging. The smallest triggers 
can cause a participant to ‘drop-out’ of a session – often life challenges such as time, 
school, college, work, social commitments. However, insight has shown us that 
small triggers – often positive prompts from social media and peer encouragement 
and incentives can be enough to push them back into a session – “as long as the 
door has been left open” by the project staff.

Summary Position of   
Us Girls Programme

Year 1 Year 2 Cumulative

Target Actual Target Actual Target Actual

1997 3141 2755 2482 4752 5623

Year 1 Year 2 Cumulative

Target Actual Target Actual Target Actual

182 2448 273 1662 455 4110 
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Headline Measure: Number of new activities the project will deliver/
offer (eg football, dance, fitness)

Headline Measure: Number of activity sessions the 
project will deliver per week

The Us Girls network has seen a significant increase and uptake of new activity sessions 
across the programme. By the sheer nature of the way in which the girls have been 
consulted and encouraged to ‘think out of the box’ to find suitable activities that they 
find engaging and fun, has resulted in a wider variety of dynamic activity provision. 
The Us Girls participants have shown a real desire for latest trends – activities such as 
glow sports, mini-trampolining, swimming, mountain climbing, rowing, rugby, dance, 
fitness, climbing, have all featured on the Us Girls programme to date.

The total number of sessions that have been delivered per week across the two year 
programme to date is under the original target figure. This is very much based on the 
fact that as a network, the Us Girls programme under-estimated the complexity and 
challenge of the initial pre-engagement process to reach these inactive females, prior 
to facilitating their activity attendance. In summary, this meant that activity sessions 
have been slow to develop across provision and there have been a number of times 
where sessions have not worked. Sessions have been moved, changed and adapted 
to try and find the right fit solution for the target audience on a local level.

Year 1 Year 2 Cumulative

Target Actual Target Actual Target Actual

28 88 42 70 70 158

Year 1 Year 2 Cumulative

Target Actual Target Actual Target Actual

2184 1836 3276 1296 5460 3132

28
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Headline Measure: Number of New Coaches/Leaders 
the project will develop

Headline Measure: Number of New Volunteers the 
project will recruit/develop

This area of the Us Girls programme has been particularly challenging as the 
‘obvious’ choices of Coaches and Leaders that would traditionally be identified and 
supported in training to up-skill would be the young volunteers emerging from 
the programme. Therein lies a two-fold challenge for this initial programme – the 
volunteer basis for the Us Girls was starting from scratch, so a natural delay in the 
development of Volunteer into Coach/Leader has seen a natural lag. Secondly, and 
probably more importantly, consultation with the Young Volunteers has shown us 
that there is a very limited desire to transition from Volunteering, into a Coaching 
or Leading role for this particular group. Reasons such as time pressures, a lack 
of self-confidence and perceive ability or simply apathy towards responsibility has 
hindered this process. This remains a focal point for the mainstreaming and long-
term sustainability plan for the next 12 months.

Whilst there has been more growth in the body of Volunteers to support the Us 
Girls programme, the issues for the opportunity to develop effective Volunteers 
within the programme remain the same as above for the Coaching/Leading aspect. 
Effective volunteers are drawn from the local participant network who have grown 
from their project and therefore this has proven to take time and significant support 
at front line level. Volunteer development will remain a significant focus for the next 
12 months of the mainstreaming approach.

Year 1 Year 2 Cumulative

Target Actual Target Actual Target Actual

83 37 125 13 208 50

Year 1 Year 2 Cumulative

Target Actual Target Actual Target Actual

133 67 199 63 332 130
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Summary of Us Girls Network
 

26 Lead Projects, 

44% of the girls

70% of the projects

35% of projects

46% of projects
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The Future

58% of the Projects

42% of Projects

31% of Projects 

35% of Projects 

- Matt Hilliker, Denbighshire 

“
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Examples of mainstreaming activities from a selection of projects can be seen in the Table below. 
Over the next 12 months of the mainstreaming and embedding approach of the Us Girls programme 
into Doorstep Sport across Wales, the mainstreaming journey will be developed and evaluated.

Project/Organisation Mainstreaming aims
Embedded 
in Strategic 
Plan 2017>
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Project/Organisation Mainstreaming aims
Embedded 
in Strategic 
Plan 2017>
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StreetGames’ Objectives...
To continue to promote Us Girls methodology as a recognised tool to engage inactive females 
from disadvantaged areas, as part of the Doorstep Sport infrastructure

StreetGames’ role in addressing 
this challenge

What StreetGames will measure

Output 2017/18

Outcome

Links to Sport Wales Outcomes

Tackling Inequalities –

Pathway –

Hooked on Sport –

Sport Wales’ Child Poverty Strategy 2012-2015 –

Links to Sector Policy



For further questions please contact;

E: wales@streetgames.org 

W: www.streetgames.org

mailto:wales@streetgames.org
http://streetgames.org
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